Office Building 2 (OB-2)
also known as Human Services Building (HSB)
1115 Washington St SE
Olympia, WA 98504

Freeway to Visitor Parking

1. Take the State Capitol exit 105A. This exit will place you on 14th Avenue. At the roundabout, take the first exit on your right onto Jefferson Street.
2. Continue for one block and turn left onto 11th.
3. Turn left onto Washington Street.
4. The Visitor Parking is on the left (see picture above). Parking cost is $1.50/per hour the parking meter accepts quarters, dollars (but not bills bigger than one dollar); Visa or MasterCard credit/debit is also accepted. Parking receipt must be placed in the upper left corner of your dash board so it’s clearly visible.

Visitor Parking to OB-2

1. From the parking meter/pay station, turn to your right to follow walkway to get out of the Visitor Parking lot from where you entered the parking lot. Immediately after you walk out of the parking lot, turn left to stay on the sidewalk (do not cross Washington Street). Stay on the sidewalk to walk up a few steps. At the top of the stairs turn to your left. After you pass the building on your right, look for a blue and white sign that says "Office Building 2 / Written and Oral Language Testing" on a low wall. Follow the sign to the Entrance to the Underground Walkway (see pictures on the next page). Enter Office Building 2 (OB-2) through the underground walkway (below).
2. You will proceed straight (into the underground parking area, by going through 2 doors) and follow the path and blue and white signs to the left into OB-2.

Note: If you need additional assistance or are unable to find the testing location, please call 360.902.8400.

Written Testing is in room SL03 located on the Service Level of OB-2 next to the cafeteria.

Oral Testing is located on the second floor of OB-2. From the main entrance on the Service Level, use the elevator to go to the second floor, and have a seat in the waiting area where the proctor will come to meet you at your scheduled time.
- From the Parking lot, walk onto Washington St SE, and turn left
- Walk along sidewalk, go up the steps, and turn left
- Walk past the building on the right, and look for white and blue signs to Office Building 2
- Follow the signs throughout the underground walkway to Office Building 2

Take a left at the top of the stairs (yellow star).

**Entrance to the Underground Walkway**
This entrance is found once you walk past the Washington Licensing Department building, on your right.